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Computerized Electricity Systems Ltd. - Company Mission 

To introduce an affordable mass market energy management 

platform that enables electricity sellers and electricity buyers to 

reduce their total energy costs while improving comfort, safety and 

environmental protection. 

During the past eight years C.E.S. has focused its development efforts on addressing 

the issue of efficient electricity management at the end-user level and on finding an 

answer for the global demand for a holistic, centralized, verifiable and flexible 

residential and commercial Demand Side Management system. During the 

development of the C.E.S. solution, the company has been granted numerous 

international patents. 

The C.E.S. platform aligns between the smart grid requirements and 

the consumers' desire for full visibility and control of the energy 

consumption at their premises.  
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The Innovation 

The C.E.S. solution provides the end-user with a complete, central 

electricity gateway.  

Using advanced and reliable electrical switching and communication 

technology, the C.E.S. solution manages the entire electricity network down 

to each single circuit in the premises from a single point.  

The C.E.S. Smart Distribution Panel (CSDP) - An innovative electricity panel 

that enables suppliers and consumers to share the benefits of reduced 

energy consumption and save money. 

 

The C.E.S. solution empowers end-users: 

• It gives them visibility and control of their electricity consumption. 

• It enables smooth integration of alternative energy sources into the 

existing wiring infrastructure. 

• The C.E.S. Smart Distribution Panel – CSDP - is the only integrated 

energy management system for the residential, small and mid-size 

retail and commercial sites.  

• The CSDP unique architecture represents a significant change to the 

traditional electricity management - implementing the intelligence of 

monitoring and control at the consumer premises. 
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The Energy Management Challenge  

Managing the way energy is distributed, retailed and consumed is essential in 

the quest for energy efficiency in a carbon constrained world. Energy 

providers and energy consumers wish to increase energy efficiency for 

economical reasons and for protection of the environment. 

 

Consumers Side 

Today, consumers who wish to reduce their electricity bill lack the 

information and control capabilities required for doing so effectively. 

Today, people who wish to integrate alternative power sources such as solar 

panels or back-up generators into the end-user infrastructure are faced with 

high costs of extra wiring and extra switching devices. 

Today, Demand Response (DR) programs involve significant inconvenience to 

the end-users leading to relatively low adoption rates. 

Studies have shown that successful implementation of smart control 

capability at end-user premises can reduce peak electricity demand by as 

much as 15%. 

 

Suppliers Side 

The electricity supply side is driven by economical, geo-political and 

environmental parameters.  

Power providers are slow to adopt new technologies while aging 

infrastructure requires billions of dollars in investments. Volatile oil pricing - 

combined with the growing demand for energy in all parts of the world - 

impacts the business models of power providers and impacts their 

profitability. The growing awareness to environmental considerations, 

coupled with strict new regulations, is limiting the ability of power providers 

to build new plants. The growing demand for electricity is constantly 

outpacing the growth of grid capacity. As best phrased by Jim Rogers, the 

chairman and chief executive of Duke Energy: 

” The most environmentally sound, inexpensive and reliable power plant is the 

one we don’t have to build because we’ve helped our customers save energy”. 
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The method for electricity demand management has not been significantly 

changed in the last three decades. Where applied, it involves complex and 

costly patchwork of tailored technologies at the end-user site. Typically, the 

implementation of such solutions is inconsistent and poorly monitored, 

resulting in low adoption rates and hence limited benefits for the consumer 

and the power provider alike. 

 

With the continued rise in energy costs, there is a growing demand 

for a more efficient electricity distribution and management platform, 

one that will enable suppliers and consumers to derive tangible 

benefits from optimizing consumption and lowering peak demand. 
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The C.E.S. Offering  

The C.E.S. offering consists of 2 main elements: The C.E.S. Smart 

Distribution Panel (CSDP) for the end-users and the C.E.S. Monitoring and 

Control Software (CMCS) for the energy providers. 

 

C.E.S. Smart Distribution Panel (CSDP) 

The CSDP is installed as a regular electricity panel at the end-user’s 

premises. It provides a central, integrative and automated energy 

management solution. 

 

The CSDP maintains and exceeds the functionality and safety features of the 

standard electricity panel while adding smart optimization functions, local 

and remote management capabilities and modern web-based reporting and 

maintenance advantages. 
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The CSDP replaces the conventional electricity panel and provides scalable 

monitoring and control capabilities of energy consumption at the customer 

premises down to individual circuit levels. The CSDP unique architecture 

includes, in addition to standard circuit breakers, an array of highly reliable 

hybrid smart switches, which are capable of connecting and disconnecting 

manually, or automatically upon current overload, short circuit, sparks and 

overheating. 

The valuable information and control options offered by the CSDP help users 

in making informed decisions about energy usage and help suppliers improve 

their power rate structure, power distribution systems and quality of service. 

The CSDP is a rugged and robust electricity panel providing many years of 

flawless and trouble-free operation. CSDP panels are installed in residential, 

commercial or institutional premises, replacing the common electricity 

panels. 

During installation, the electrician sets up the CSDP automatic protection and 

load management functions according to the unit owner’s priorities. 

Alternative energy sources can be connected through the CSDP to the 

existing wiring network in the premises. 
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The CSDP supports ZigBee or PLC for local communication with smart 

appliances and with the CDU (See the following section) as may be required. 

The CSDP supports several 2-way communication options with the energy 

service provider including: Internet, GPRS or RF. 

The recommended communication approach between the utility and the 

CSDP is by connecting the CSDP to the AMI network. The advantages of this 

approach are the following:  

• All the data from the CSDP will be available to the utility and 

the consumer. 

• Utilizing the AMI network and infrastructure. 

• No need to make any changes to the meters. 

The Smart Meter will provide the meter functions to the utility including the 

actual billing information. All other actions including Demand Response, 

Variable rates and any other interaction between the utility and the consumer 

will be done utilizing the CSDP. 

The communication between the CSDP and smart appliances/thermostats is 

done through ZigBee or PLC communication protocol. Such communication 

would enable full utilization and functionality of the smart 

appliance/thermostat. 

The following diagram shows a typical communication configuration between 

the CSDP, AMI network and a smart appliance (in this case a thermostat).  
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C.E.S. Display Unit (CDU) 

The CSDP can be controlled by the customer from the on-board keypad, 

through a web interface or through a CDU.  

The CDU can be installed anywhere on the premises and allows the end-user 

to view usage status (including from alternative sources), high-consumption 

appliances and more, and control certain functions without the need to log 

into a PC or go to the CSDP itself. 

The CDU communicates with the CSDP using PLC or ZigBee. 

The CDU 7" display provides the following information and control functions: 

• System status 
� Time, date, history. 

� Current electricity consumption (in kW). 

� Savings (in Dollars). 

• Counters 
� Accumulated consumption (in kWh). 

� Calculated cost (in Dollars). 

� Calculated savings (in Dollars). 

• Alerts and other notifications 
� Malfunctions. 

� Energy source problems. 

• Control buttons 
� Circuit groups on/off. 

� DR command override. 

� Reset. 
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C.E.S. Monitoring and Control Software (CMCS) 

Energy solution providers (ESPs) such as electricity utilities, energy retailers 

and building managers, will use this software to improve efficiency, reduce 

peak demand and offer value-added services to their customers. The CMCS 

utilizes the CSDP 2-way communication channel to manage and control 

multiple CSDP installations remotely. 

Based on an agreement with the user the energy provider can activate time-

based price incentives, remote diagnostics/maintenance services and periodic 

reports. 

 

The CMCS is a modular, web-based software package, designed to adapt 

itself to the ESP needs. The core module facilitates data transfer to and from 

the deployed CSDPs. Layered above are the business applications, such as 

System admin, Setup, Monitoring and Control, Reporting, etc. The CMCS is 

designed to enable easy integration with any existing service provider control 

system. A set of interfaces enables smooth integration with the ESP’s existing 

management infrastructure and back-office application. 
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Technology Brief  

At the core of the CSDP is an array of unique and patented power line arc-

less switches, enabling dynamic changes in power distribution without 

adversely affecting consumers and/or appliances. 

C.E.S. has developed a hybrid (mechanical/solid state) smart switch, which is 

capable of connecting and disconnecting automatically upon current overload 

or short current surge detection, or manually. This smart switch is a low-

cost, remotely controlled, high-current switch. 

Each switch includes an electromagnetic relay device, a controlled 

semiconductor device, a semiconductor command circuit, a relay command 

circuit and an overload sensor. 

Proprietary sophisticated algorithms are used for real-time monitoring and 

control of all electrical circuits connected to the CSDP. 

Changes from normal patterns will generate alerts (for example: on a need 

for service, abnormal sparks or increased temperature). 

The CSDP will have the ability to receive variable billing information, allowing 

consumers to operate appliances when rates are low.  

The CSDP provides real time information from residential or commercial 

facilities. Such information includes, for example: abnormal consumption, 

unstable power or frequency, power outage and more.  
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Benefits and Advantages 

• Savings in total cost of electricity: 
� Ability to plan and control electricity budget. 

� On-going information about electricity consumption. 

� No need for parallel wiring and special circuitry when 

installing an alternative energy source. 

• Increased safety & appliance protection: 
� In addition to standard semi-automatic circuit breakers, 

the CSDP includes spark detection, protection from over-

voltage and current surges (lightning). 

� The CSDP will alert or disconnect appliances in case of 

faulty appliance and/or degraded supply. 

• Affordable “Smart house” features: 
� Timers available on every circuit. 

� Remote control of appliances (by phone, by Internet). 

� Ability to set a house quickly to other operational modes, 

e.g. “Out of home mode” or set the commercial space to 

a “Night mode”. 

• Flexible, non-intrusive peak demand management: 
� Support of automatic rate-driven DSM, based on user 

priorities, e.g.: Dishwasher will not start if price is above 

20c per kWh. 

� Power provider can implement reliably a defined 

reduction in the demand by a single command.  

� End-user does not have to designate specific appliances 

for DR disconnection. When the DR command is sent 

from the supplier, e.g. "Reduce 10%", the CSDP will 

disconnect appliances according to its current priority 

settings, which can be changed at anytime by the 

customer. The customer is free to use any appliance 

within the lowered threshold. 
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� In cases where there are smart appliances/thermostats, 

the CSDP will adjust the temperature according to the 

demand, instead of disconnecting the appliance. 

� The CSDP can shift an appliance from the mains to an 

alternative power source during DR command, instead of 

disconnecting it.  

• Maximal utilization of alternative energy source: 
� Through the CSDP, the alternative source becomes an 

integral part of the site’s energy supply and is utilized as 

long as it is available. Thus, the CSDP eliminates the 

need to wire specific appliances to the alternative source. 

• Enabler of advanced services to reduce Energy Service 
Provider operating costs: 

� Real-time, remote maintenance for the customer. 

� Fast fault detection and fault isolation for the power 

provider. 

� Enhanced AMR. 

� Improved grid reliability by enabling communication 

between the commercial/residential electricity panel and 

the grid management center. 

� Supporting rate optimization based on wide-base 

statistics. 

• Total power cut-off prevention: 
� The CSDP prevents total power cutoff in cases where the 

demand exceeds the maximum connection capacity. 

� Load management: The CSDP disconnects lower priority 

appliances to ensure supply to higher-priority appliances. 

� Phase balancing: The CSDP provides automatic, smooth 

transfer of loads from one phase to another in order to 

avoid power cutoff. 
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 CSDP Specifications 

UL-Rated Product 

Feature Specification 

Electronic load 

center 

(switchgear), 

which is 

protected by 

standard CB’s. 

 

 

 

Electricity 

network 

3 Wire:  1–Phase Supply 120/240V Systems +   

             One Additional 120V Source.  

(Optional) 4 Wire: 3–Phase Supply 120/208V 

Systems 

Input phase 

voltage  

Nominal Voltage ± 10% 

Input phase 

current 

Up to 250A at 240V~  

Up to 500A at 120V~ 

No. of channels    8 output Channels 

16 Output Channels 

24 Output Channels 

Max current per Channel - 45A 

Output channel 

control 

Switching on/off at zero cross. 

Each output channel can be set as follows: 

• Current Overload Options 

10, 20A, 30A, 50A (± .10%) 

• Current Overload Cut-off Delay Options 
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0.2, 5, 10, 20 sec 

• Six priority levels 

• Grouping for quick on/off operation (3 

groups)  

• 3 Timers per channel 

• AFT (Appliance Fault Test ) 

• Spark detection, alerts or disconnects loads 

in case of sparks. 

Power supply 
Two DC power supply units, each providing   
5&12V DC to the electronic circuits (100% 
redundancy) 

Each power supply can individually supply all of the 

required capacity  

<40W consumption 

Display & 

Keypad 

LCD consisting of 2 line display (24 characters per 

line) 

12 Keys 

Emergency 

button 

Disconnects all the loads 

Bypass button Bypass of the electronic system in cases of 

suspected faults in the electronic system. The 

system will remain in the last position. 

Phase balancing Transfers loads across phases in less than 100 

mSec. without a gap. 

Voltage fading up to 40% of the nominal voltage, 

at maximum load, for less than 100mSec.  

Load 

management 

Disconnect loads based on priority if and when the 

maximum main C.B threshold is exceeded.  

Meter Class 1, Power meter and A.M.R with 9 'Time of 

Use' & holidays Tariffs. 

Heat sensors Disconnects all the loads (appliances) when 
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temperature exceeds 90ºC. 

Lightning 

protection 

Transient voltage surge suppressors. 

Voltage 

protection 

Disconnects loads – when is below or standard 

thresholds.  

Communications 
Remote Communication: GPRS/Ethernet and RF 
(Optional) 

 
Local Communication: PLC HOMEPLUG 1 or 

ZigBee 
 

RS232 connection for local maintenance and 

installation setup procedures 
 

Remote control Enabled via CES web server or via SW interface 

Adaptor (customer-specific)     

Real time clock Accuracy: ±1 minute per month with backup 

battery. 

External 

dimensions  

L 33.86" (860 mm) 

W 21.65" (550 mm) 

D 8.53" (216.65 mm) 

Weight 
55 Kg 

Certifications  
 
ETL listed, file number 3174712 

CONFORMS TO 

• UL STD 67 

• UL STD 50 

CERTIFIED TO CAN/CSA STD C22.2 

NO. 29 

FCC- Part 15 
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CE-Certified Product  

Electronic switchgear, 

which is protected by 

standard CB’s and 

standard Leakage 

current C.B. 

 

 

Electricity network 1 or 3 Phase electricity Network 

Input phase voltage  190- 253VAC 

Input phase current 60A AT 25ºC 

No of Channels    9 output Channels 

18 Output Channels 

24 Output Channels 

Max current per Channel - 25A 

Output channel control Switching on/off at zero cross. 

Two DC power supplies <40W consumption 

Emergency button Disconnects all the loads 

Bypass button Bypass of the electronic system in cases of 

suspected faults in the electronic system. The 

system will remain in the last mechanical 

position. 

Display & Keypad LCD with 2 lines of 24 English characters each 

12 keys 

Phase balancing Transfers loads across phases in less than 100 

mSec. without a gap. 
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Voltage fading up to 40% of the nominal 

voltage, at maximum load, for less than 

100mSec.  

Load management Disconnect loads based on priority if and when 

the maximum main C.B threshold is exceeded.  

Meter Class 1, Power meter and A.M.R with 9 'Time of 

Use' Tariffs. 

Spark detection Alerts or Disconnects loads in case of sparks. 

Heat sensors Disconnects all the loads (appliances) when 

temperature exceeds 90ºC. 

Lightning protection Transient voltage surge suppressors. 

Voltage protection Disconnects loads – when voltage is above or 

below standard thresholds.  

Communications 
• Remote Communication: GPRS/Ethernet  
 

• RS232 connection for local maintenance and 

installation setup procedures 

 

Remote control Enabled via CES  web server or via SW 

interface Adaptor (customer-specific)     

Real time clock Accuracy: ±1 minute per month with backup 

battery. 
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Programmable 

parameters 

Each output channel can be as follows: 

• Current Overload options 

4 values 10A÷25A (±.10%)  

• Current Overload Cut-off Delay options 

4 values, 200mSec÷20sec  

• 6 priorities 

• Grouping for quick on/off 

operation (3 values)  

• 3 Timers per channel. 

• 3-Phase appliances 

• Appliance Fault Test (AFT) 

• Spark detection, alerts or 

disconnects loads in case of 

sparks. 

 

External dimensions  L600mm (23.622") 

W436mm (17.165") 

D207mm (8.15") 

 

Certification  

 

Tested according to  

International standard IEC 60439-3 

• 400VAC  

• 60A AC X 3 Phase 

• Frequency 50Hz 

• Degree of Protection IP20. 

 


